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:j_ritxto80 
 
Convert Text In Repeated Items To 8.0 Format 
 
Description: 

This utility converts any text inside pre-version 8.0 Repeated Items to 8.0 and above 
format. The utility must be run in noname.db and all necessary font libraries must be 
loaded for proper conversions to occur. The utilty scans all Repeated Items in the 
named library, places the Repeated Item in the database, freezes the RI, packs the RI, 
scans the RI for text that does not have a font library associated with the text string, and 
remakes the Repeated Item. If the utility finds text in the RI which does not have an 
associated font, the Repeated Item is not remade, and the name of the Repeated Item 
and the missing font association is added to a log file. The utility will also check for 
Repeated Item names which are invalid or longer than the maximum allowed and not 
update them. The log file is named "notxlib_ri.tx" and is located in the current User 
Home directory. 
 
If a Repeated Item library does not contain any Repeated Items which contain text, then 
it does not need to be updated with this utility. 

 
 
Level: 
 1s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_ritxto80;=Library 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 ij_used, _fname 
 
 
Arguments: 
 
 Library (string) 
  The Repeated Item library to be converted. 
 
 
Example: 
 

:j_ritxto80;='C:\arris_users\myuser\mylibrary.ri' 
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In this example the "mylibrary.ri" Repeated Item library located in the User Home 
directory will be checked for Repeated Items created prior to version 8.0 that 
contain text. The text will be updated to post-8.0 format and the Repeated Items 
remade in the library. 

 
 
Notes: 
  

1. This utility was made necessary when version 8.0 no longer used the single alpha 
character "font handle" for text. Instead the font name itself is now carried in a flag on 
the text entity. This was done so that if a text font is not loaded, ARRIS may load it 
automatically so that text appears correctly as intended in the drawing. 

 
2. This utility is now basically obsolete. The check for invalid or longer than allowed 

Repeated Item names is obsolete in that RI names were restricted to 12 characters at 
the time this utility was released (the current allowed length is 64 characters). 
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